TORMAX USA Inc.

APPENDIX

iMotion® TN 110 IN-FLOOR SWING DOOR DRIVE FOR SLENDER PROFILE DOOR RAILS

DOOR RAILS & PIVOTS

JOB NAME: __________________________ DATE: ________________

DOOR LOCATION: ___________________ DOOR NO: ______ SHEET ___ OF ___

DOOR PREP BY DOOR MANUFACTURER - IF REQUIRED PIVOT SPACER ALSO SUPPLIED BY DOOR MANUFACTURER.

BOTTOM PIVOT PROVIDED BY TORMAX.

Wedge-Lock

CRL "4H Class" Door Rail System 4", 5", 6", 8", 10"
& Patch Door Rails

CRL9040AS Center Pivot

CRL9079 SC/DU RH 3/4" Offset Pivot

CRL9077 SC/DU LH 3/4" Offset Pivot

OPTIONAL

95323RH SC/DU 1-1/2" Offset Pivot

95323LH SC/DU 1-1/2" Offset Pivot

Entice

Entice Series 4" & 10"

CRL9040CB Center Pivot

CRL9079 SC/DU RH 3/4" Offset Pivot

CRL9077 SC/DU LH 3/4" Offset Pivot

OPTIONAL

95323RH SC/DU 1-1/2" Offset Pivot

95323LH SC/DU 1-1/2" Offset Pivot

Wedge-Lock

2 - 5/16" Low Profile Door Roll & Patch Door Rails

CRL9079 SC/DU RH 3/4" Offset Pivot

CRL9077 SC/DU LH 3/4" Offset Pivot

Bottom Door Patch

N. American & European Patch Door Kit / Fitting

1NT301 Bottom Door Patch Insert Center Pivot

Offset Pivot 3/4" Not Illustrated (Supplied w/Patch)